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MEDICAL DEVICE HAVING AN INTELLIGENT ALERTING SCHEME, AND

RELATED OPERATING METHODS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION(S)

[0001] The subject matter of this application is related to the subject matter described

in United States patent application serial number 12/552,821.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] Embodiments of the subject matter described herein relate generally to

electronic devices, such as portable electronic medical devices. More particularly,

embodiments of the subject matter relate to alert/alarm methodologies and techniques

suitable for use with electronic devices.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Portable medical devices having wireless data communication capabilities are

becoming increasingly popular, especially for patients that have conditions that must be

monitored on a continuous or frequent basis. For example, diabetics are usually required

to modify and monitor their daily lifestyle to keep their body in balance, in particular,

their blood glucose (BG) levels. Individuals with Type 1 diabetes and some individuals

with Type 2 diabetes use insulin to control their BG levels. To do so, diabetics routinely

keep strict schedules, including ingesting timely nutritious meals, partaking in exercise,

monitoring BG levels daily, and adjusting and administering insulin dosages accordingly.

Diabetics may utilize medical devices such as insulin infusion pumps, BG monitors, BG

meters, and/or pump controllers to help them manage their diabetes.

[0004] Like many electronic devices, portable medical devices are often provided

with alarm, alert, and/or reminder features and functions. For example, an insulin

infusion pump may sound an alarm when its insulin reservoir needs to be replaced. As

another example, BG monitors generate alerts when the patient's BG level goes above or

below certain threshold values. Conventional alarm-enabled electronic devices, including

some portable medical devices, might generate false alarms from time to time, employ an

inappropriate alerting technique (such as a loud siren when the user is sleeping or a

vibrating alarm when the device is not being held or carried by the user), or otherwise use

only one default alerting scheme. Users typically manage electronic device alarms, alerts,

and reminders through configuration menus, preference settings, snooze buttons, etc.



Such actions can be inconvenient and time consuming, and sometimes ineffective at

reducing annoying or inappropriate alarms.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0005] A method of operating an electronic device is provided. The electronic device

includes at least one onboard situational awareness sensor, and the method begins by

detecting an alert condition associated with operation of the electronic device. The

method continues by using the at least one onboard situational awareness sensor to obtain

sensor data indicative of current conditions associated with the electronic device,

resulting in collected sensor data. The method then determines, in response to the

collected sensor data, a preferred alerting scheme from a plurality of different available

alerting schemes. The method continues by generating an alert for the alert condition in

accordance with the preferred alerting scheme.

[0006] Also provided is a medical device that includes: a first situational awareness

sensor configured to obtain first sensor data indicative of a first status for the medical

device; a second situational awareness sensor configured to obtain second sensor data

indicative of a second status for the medical device; an alert module configured to detect

an alert condition associated with operation of the medical device; a decision module

configured to process the first sensor data and the second sensor data to determine a

preferred alerting scheme for the alert condition; and at least one alert generating element

configured to execute the preferred alerting scheme.

[0007] Also provided is a method of operating a portable medical device that includes

a situational awareness sensor. This method involves: detecting an alert condition

associated with operation of the portable medical device; in response to detecting the alert

condition, performing a scanning operation with the situational awareness sensor to

obtain sensor data indicative of a current environmental status of the portable medical

device; selecting a preferred alerting scheme from a plurality of different available

alerting schemes, the preferred alerting scheme being influenced by the sensor data; and

generating an alert for the alert condition in accordance with the preferred alerting

scheme.

[0008] Another method of operating a portable medical device is also provided. The

portable medical device includes at least one onboard situational awareness sensor, and

the method maintains a decision algorithm that selects alerting schemes for the portable

medical device, wherein the decision algorithm processes sensor data obtained by the at



least one onboard situational awareness sensor to select preferred alerting schemes for

alert conditions of the portable medical device. The method generates alerts in

accordance with preferred alerting schemes selected by the decision algorithm, obtains

information associated with user reactions to the alerts, resulting in obtained user reaction

information, and dynamically adapts the decision algorithm in response to the obtained

user reaction information.

[0009] This summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a simplified

form that are further described below in the detailed description. This summary is not

intended to identify key features or essential features of the claimed subject matter, nor is

it intended to be used as an aid in determining the scope of the claimed subject matter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] A more complete understanding of the subject matter may be derived by

referring to the detailed description and claims when considered in conjunction with the

following figures, wherein like reference numbers refer to similar elements throughout

the figures.

[0011] FIG. 1 is a plan view of an exemplary embodiment of a wireless

monitor/controller for an infusion pump;

[0012] FIG. 2 is a plan view of an exemplary embodiment of an infusion pump and a

related infusion set;

[0013] FIGS. 3-7 are diagrams that illustrate various operating environments for a

portable electronic device;

[0014] FIG. 8 is a schematic representation of a medical device, which may be

realized as an infusion pump, a controller device, or a monitor device;

[0015] FIG. 9 is a diagram that represents an exemplary decision tree that could be

used to select a preferred alerting scheme for a medical device;

[0016] FIG. 10 is a flow chart that illustrates an embodiment of an intelligent alerting

process suitable for use with a portable medical device; and

[0017] FIG. 11 is a flow chart that illustrates an embodiment of an alerting scheme

adaptation process suitable for use with a portable medical device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0018] The following detailed description is merely illustrative in nature and is not

intended to limit the embodiments of the subject matter or the application and uses of



such embodiments. As used herein, the word "exemplary" means "serving as an

example, instance, or illustration." Any implementation described herein as exemplary is

not necessarily to be construed as preferred or advantageous over other implementations.

Furthermore, there is no intention to be bound by any expressed or implied theory

presented in the preceding technical field, background, brief summary or the following

detailed description.

[0019] Techniques and technologies may be described herein in terms of functional

and/or logical block components and various processing steps. It should be appreciated

that such block components may be realized by any number of hardware, software, and/or

firmware components configured to perform the specified functions. For example, an

embodiment of a system or a component may employ various integrated circuit

components, e.g., memory elements, digital signal processing elements, logic elements,

look-up tables, or the like, which may carry out a variety of functions under the control of

one or more microprocessors or other control devices.

[0020] For or the sake of brevity, conventional techniques related to infusion system

operation, insulin pump and/or infusion set operation, blood glucose sensing and

monitoring, signal processing, data transmission, signaling, network control, and other

functional aspects of the systems (and the individual operating components of the

systems) may not be described in detail here. Examples of infusion pumps and/or

communication options may be of the type described in, but not limited to, United States

patent numbers: 4,562,751; 4,685,903; 5,080,653; 5,505,709; 5,097,122; 6,554,798;

6,558,320; 6,558,351; 6,641,533; 6,659,980; 6,752,787; 6,817,990; and 6,932,584, which

are herein incorporated by reference. Examples of glucose sensing and/or monitoring

devices maybe be of the type described in, but not limited to, United States patent

numbers: 6,484,045; 6,809,653; 6,892,085; and 6,895,263, which are herein incorporated

by reference.

[0021] The systems, methods, and technologies described below can be implemented

in an electronic device having one or more alarm, alert, reminder, or notification features

that are triggered in response certain conditions, states, status, data values, or the like.

For example, an electronic device might be suitably designed to generate an alert when

certain operating conditions of the electronic device, or certain environmental conditions,

are detected. Although the subject matter described here is applicable to any alarm-

enabled or alert-enabled electronic device, the exemplary embodiments are implemented

in the form of medical devices, such as portable electronic medical devices. The



described medical devices may be associated with a single patient or with multiple

patients. The medical devices may be designed to treat one or more different medical

conditions, and each medical device might have a specific function in the context of an

overall patient treatment or healthcare plan. The non-limiting examples described below

relate to a medical device system used to treat diabetes, although embodiments of the

disclosed subject matter are not so limited.

[0022] A device in an insulin infusion system represents one non-limiting example of

an alert-enabled medical device that can utilize the intelligent alerting scheme described

herein. An insulin infusion system controls the infusion of insulin into the body of a user,

and such a system may include a number of devices that communicate (unidirectional or

bidirectional) with each other. For example, one exemplary embodiment of an insulin

infusion system might include, without limitation: an insulin infusion pump; at least one

physiological characteristic sensor, which may be realized as a continuous glucose sensor

transmitter; and one or more wireless controller devices. An insulin infusion system may

also include or cooperate with a glucose meter that provides glucose meter data, an

infusion set for the insulin infusion pump, and an insulin reservoir (or other means for

supplying insulin) for the insulin infusion pump. Moreover, an insulin infusion system

may include, cooperate with, or communicate with other devices and subsystems such as,

without limitation: a stationary monitor device (e.g., a bedside monitor or a hospital

monitor); a vehicle communication system; a wireless-enabled watch that is compatible

with the insulin infusion system; etc. Any one (or more) of the devices within an insulin

infusion system could leverage the intelligent alerting techniques and methodologies

presented here.

[0023] FIG. 1 is a plan view of an exemplary embodiment of a wireless

monitor/controller 100 for an infusion pump, and FIG. 2 is a plan view of exemplary

embodiments of an infusion pump 200 and a related infusion set 202. In practice, the

components of an insulin infusion system can be realized using different platforms,

designs, and configurations, and the embodiments shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 are not

exhaustive or limiting. Moreover, as mentioned previously, other devices in an infusion

system, other medical devices designed to address other patient needs, and other portable

electronic devices could utilize the smart alarm and alerting schemes presented here. The

wireless monitor/controller 100 and the infusion pump 200 are merely two exemplary

embodiments.



[0024] Referring now to FIG. 1, the wireless monitor/controller 100 is designed as a

portable device that can be carried or worn by a user. This particular embodiment

includes a human-machine interface (HMI) that includes buttons 102 and a directional

pad 104 that can be manipulated by the user. This embodiment also employs a touch

screen display element 106 that is responsive to touching and/or physical proximity of an

object. The touch screen display element 106 can be used to present various types of

information or data to the user, such as, without limitation: the current glucose level of

the patient; the time; a graph or chart of the patient's glucose level versus time; device

status indicators; alert messages; visual alert indicators; etc.

[0025] The buttons 102, directional pad 104, and touch screen display element 106

can be used to administer a bolus of insulin, to change therapy settings, to change user

preferences, to select display features, to set or disable alarms and reminders, and the like.

Depending upon the configuration settings, options, and/or user preferences, the wireless

monitor/controller 100 can be manipulated using the buttons 102 only, the touch screen

display element 106 only, or both. In some embodiments, the touch screen display

element 106 could be switched on and off if the feature is not desired.

[0026] Although not clearly depicted in FIG. 1, the wireless monitor/controller 100

may include a number of features, devices, and/or elements that support the various

intelligent alerting schemes described here. In this regard, the wireless monitor/controller

100 can be provided with one or more alert generating elements that provide feedback to

the user as needed during operation of the wireless monitor/controller 100. An alert

generating element may be suitably configured to generate one or more types of feedback,

such as, without limitation: audible feedback; visual feedback; haptic (physical)

feedback; temperature feedback; electro-stimulation feedback; magnetic-stimulation

feedback; static electricity feedback; or the like. Such feedback can be produced by one

or more devices, elements, or features of the wireless monitor/controller 100. For

example, the wireless monitor/controller 100 may include any number of the following

alert generating elements, without limitation: an audio transducer or speaker 110; a

display element (such as the touch screen display element 106); a light-emitting element

(such as an LED); a haptic feedback or vibration element, which may be integrated into a

display screen or into the touch screen display element 106; etc.

[0027] As is well understood, certain alarm or alert conditions detected by the

wireless monitor/controller 100 will trigger an alert or alarm. It should be appreciated

that a wide variety of triggering conditions may be monitored in an embodiment of the



wireless monitor/controller 100. For example, the wireless monitor/controller 100 might

be suitably designed to handle any number of the following alert conditions, without

limitation: low BG level; high BG level; insulin reservoir low; replace infusion set; low

battery; alarm clock; user-entered reminder; or the like. This list of alert/alarm triggers is

merely exemplary, and these examples are not intended to limit or otherwise restrict the

scope of the subject matter described here.

[0028] As described in more detail below, the wireless monitor/controller 100

includes at least one sensor or detector 120 that obtains sensor data used by the intelligent

alerting scheme. The sensor data is indicative of current conditions associated with the

wireless monitor/controller 100, and/or a status of the wireless monitor/controller 100,

and/or any measureable phenomena. For example, the sensor data might be indicative of

surrounding environmental conditions, the current date, the current time, the geographic

position of the wireless monitor/controller 100, or the like. Accordingly, the sensor 120

(and other sensors that are utilized by the smart alerting scheme) may be referred to

herein as a "situational awareness sensor" because the associated sensor data is processed

to determine, estimate, or assume the current situational or contextual state of the wireless

monitor/controller 100. Notably, a given situational awareness sensor need not be

specifically devoted to the intelligent alerting schemes described here. In other words, a

given situational awareness sensor could also support other features or functions of the

wireless monitor/controller 100, which may not be related to the processing, generation,

or handling of alarms, alerts, reminders, or notifications.

[0029] Although only one sensor 120 is shown in FIG. 1, certain embodiments will

employ a plurality of situational awareness sensors that are suitably configured to detect

different measurable phenomena. In practice, a situational awareness sensor could be

realized using any desired type of technology that is appropriate for sensing or detecting

the specified quantity, condition, state, or phenomena. For example, the onboard

situational awareness sensors of the wireless monitor/controller 100 might include one or

more of, and in any combination: a sound sensor, a physical proximity sensor, a light

intensity sensor, an optical wavelength sensor, a geographic positioning system, a clock, a

calendar, a temperature sensor, an accelerometer, a gyroscopic sensor, a motion sensor, a

pedometer, an altimeter, a load cell, or the like.

[0030] Referring now to FIG. 2, the infusion pump 200 is configured to deliver

insulin into the body of the patient via, for example, the infusion set 202. In this regard,

the infusion pump 200 may cooperate with an insulin reservoir, which can be a



replaceable or refillable fluid reservoir for the insulin. In certain embodiments, the

infusion pump 200 and/or the wireless monitor/controller 100 can process received

glucose sensor data in an appropriate manner. For example, a device might display the

current glucose level derived from the received sensor data and/or generate an alert or

otherwise indicate low or high glucose levels. As another example, a device may process

the received sensor data for purposes of calibration. As yet another example, the infusion

pump 200 may be configured to activate its infusion mechanism in response to the

received glucose sensor data.

[0031] The illustrated embodiment of the infusion pump 200 is designed to be carried

or worn by the patient. This particular embodiment includes a human-machine interface

(HMI) that includes several buttons that can be activated by the user. These buttons can

be used to administer a bolus of insulin, to change therapy settings, to change user

preferences, to select display features, and the like. In some embodiments, the infusion

pump 200 includes a suitably configured situational awareness sensor 222 that supports

the intelligent alerting techniques described here. Although not required, the illustrated

embodiment of the infusion pump 200 includes a display element 220. The display

element 220 can be used to present various types of information or data to the user, such

as, without limitation: the current glucose level of the patient; the time; a graph or chart

of the patient's glucose level versus time; device status indicators; visual alerts, alarms,

reminders, or notifications; etc. In some embodiments, the display element 220 is

realized as a touch screen display element.

[0032] In particular embodiments, the infusion pump 200 includes one or more alert

generation elements and one or more situational awareness sensors that support the smart

alarm/alert schemes described here. In this regard, the relevant description of the

alert/alarm related features and functions of the wireless monitor/controller 100 also

applies in an equivalent manner to the infusion pump 200, and such description will not

be repeated here for the infusion pump 200.

[0033] Depending upon various factors and conditions (e.g., the time, the geographic

location of the electronic device, the ambient noise level, whether the electronic device is

being carried by the user, whether the electronic device is covered or enclosed by another

object), one type of alert or alarm notification may or may not be effective, and may or

may not be appropriate. For example, if the user is actually holding the electronic device,

then a gentle vibration or a relatively subtle flashing LED pattern might be the most

effective and unobtrusive way to alert the user. If, however, the electronic device is in the



user's pocket, then visual indicators will be ineffective. As another example, if the

electronic device is in a relatively noisy environment, then it may be necessary to

generate a relatively loud audible alarm to get the user's attention. In this regard, FIGS.

3-7 are diagrams that illustrate various operating environments for a portable electronic

device 300.

[0034] FIG. 3 depicts the electronic device 300 being carried in a pocket 302 of the

user 304. Under these conditions, a visual message alert or a visible indicator alert may

not be effective. Instead, an audible alert 306 or a vibrating alert 308 may be more

appropriate. FIG. 4 depicts the electronic device 300 positioned underneath a pillow 312.

In this situation, a haptic feedback alert will be ineffective because the user is not holding

or carrying the electronic device 300. Moreover, an audible alert having a nominal or

relatively low volume may also be ineffective because the electronic device 300 is

covered by the pillow 312, and because the user is not present. Accordingly, it may be

better to generate a loud audible alert 314 and/or a bright flashing light display 316 to get

the attention of the user (or another person). FIG. 5 shows the electronic device 300 in

the hand 320 of a user. Here, a gentle vibration alert 322 or a relatively low volume

audible alert 324 may be all that is needed to notify the user. FIG. 6 depicts a scenario

where the electronic device (hidden from view) is contained within a purse 330, which is

not being carried or held by the user. Under these conditions, it can be assumed that

visual and physical feedback will be ineffective. Accordingly, the best alerting scheme

for this situation would be to generate a relatively loud audible alert 332 in an attempt to

penetrate the enclosure created by the purse 330. FIG. 7 shows the electronic device 300

resting on a table 340 in an open and free manner. In this situation, it may be desirable to

generate an audible alert 342 having an average volume and/or a visible alert 344 having

nominal characteristics. On the other hand, it may not be wise to generate a vibration

alert because doing so might cause the electronic device 300 to shuffle across the table

340 and fall onto the floor.

[0035] The environmental conditions described above with reference to FIGS. 3-7 are

merely exemplary, and the electronic device 300 could of course be operated under many

different conditions, states, statuses, and scenarios. These examples have been presented

to illustrate how one alert notification type or scheme may be appropriate and effective

under certain situations, yet inappropriate and ineffective under other situations. The

intelligent alerting methodologies and techniques described here can be utilized by an

electronic device (such as a portable medical device like the controller/programmer



illustrated in FIGS. 3-7, or any other medical device) so that a preferred alerting scheme

is executed based upon the current state, operating condition, status, and/or environmental

conditions as detected by the electronic device itself.

[0036] As mentioned previously, the intelligent alarm techniques described here

could be implemented using any electronic device having an alarm, alert, reminder, or

notification function. Certain exemplary embodiments, however, are realized in a

portable medical device platform. In this regard, FIG. 8 is a schematic representation of a

medical device 400, which may be realized as an infusion pump, a therapy delivery

device, a monitor, or a controller device suitable for use in a medical device system. The

illustrated embodiment of the medical device 400 represents a "full-featured" version; a

practical embodiment need not include all of the features, modules, components, and

elements depicted in FIG. 8.

[0037] This particular embodiment of the medical device 400 generally includes,

without limitation: a processing architecture 402, processor, or processor arrangement; a

display element 404; at least one human-machine interface (HMI) element 406; a suitable

amount of memory 408; a graphics engine 410; an alert module 412; one or more

situational awareness sensors 414; infusion pump hardware, software, and applications

416 (included if the medical device 400 represents an infusion pump, and omitted if the

medical device 400 does not include infusion pump functionality); controller hardware,

software, and applications 418 (included if the medical device 400 represents a controller

device, and omitted if the medical device 400 represents an infusion pump that lacks

native controller functionality); a global positioning system (GPS) receiver 420; a

decision module 422; and one or more alert generating elements 424. The elements of the

medical device 400 may be coupled together via a bus 426 or any suitable interconnection

architecture or arrangement that facilitates transfer of data, commands, power, etc.

[0038] Those of skill in the art will understand that the various illustrative blocks,

modules, circuits, and processing logic described in connection with the medical device

400 (and other devices, elements, and components disclosed here) may be implemented in

hardware, computer software, firmware, a state machine, or any combination of these. To

clearly illustrate this interchangeability and compatibility of hardware, firmware, and

software, various illustrative components, blocks, modules, circuits, and processing steps

may be described generally in terms of their functionality. Whether such functionality is

implemented as hardware, firmware, a state machine, or software depends upon the

particular application and design constraints imposed on the embodiment. Those familiar



with the concepts described here may implement such functionality in a suitable manner

for each particular application, but such implementation decisions should not be

interpreted as being restrictive or limiting.

[0039] The processing architecture 402 may be implemented or performed with a

general purpose processor, a content addressable memory, a digital signal processor, an

application specific integrated circuit, a field programmable gate array, any suitable

programmable logic device, discrete gate or transistor logic, discrete hardware

components, or any combination designed to perform the functions described here. A

processor device may be realized as a microprocessor, a controller, a microcontroller, or a

state machine. Moreover, a processor device may be implemented as a combination of

computing devices, e.g., a combination of a digital signal processor and a microprocessor,

a plurality of microprocessors, one or more microprocessors in conjunction with a digital

signal processor core, or any other such configuration.

[0040] The processing architecture 402 may include one processor device or a

plurality of cooperating processor devices. Moreover, a functional or logical

module/component of the medical device 400 might actually be realized or implemented

with the processing architecture 402. For example, the graphics engine 410, the alert

module 412, and/or the decision module 422 may be implemented in, or be executed by,

the processing architecture 402.

[0041] The display element 404 represents a primary graphical interface of the

medical device 400. The display element 404 may leverage known CRT, plasma, LCD,

TFT, and/or other display technologies. The actual size, resolution, and operating

specifications of the display element 404 can be selected to suit the needs of the particular

application. Notably, the display element 404 may include or be realized as a touch

screen display element that can accommodate touch screen techniques and technologies.

In practice, the display element 404 may be influenced by the graphics engine 410, and

driven by a suitable display driver, to enable the medical device 400 to display

physiological patient data, status information for infusion pumps, status information for

continuous glucose sensor transmitters, clock information, alarms, alerts, and/or other

information and data received or processed by the medical device 400. In this regard, the

display element 404 could be configured to receive image rendering display commands

from the graphics engine 410 and, in response thereto, render visual representations of

physiological characteristic data (e.g., glucose levels), render menu screens, render text-

based alerts, display other visual indicia of an alert, alarm, or reminder condition, and



render other graphical representations and visual displays as needed during the operation

of the medical device 400.

[0042] HMI elements 406 represent the user interface features of the medical device

400. Thus, HMI elements 406 may include a variety of items such as, without limitation:

a keypad, keys, buttons, a keyboard, switches, knobs (which may be rotary or

push/rotary), a touchpad, a microphone suitably adapted to receive voice commands, a

joystick, a pointing device, an alphanumeric character entry device or touch element, a

trackball, a motion sensor, a lever, a slider bar, a virtual writing tablet, or any device,

component, or function that enables the user to select options, input information, or

otherwise control the operation of the medical device 400. As will become apparent from

the following description, a particular HMI element 406 could also serve as a situational

awareness sensor 414 in some embodiments (and vice versa). The medical device 400

can detect manipulation of, or interaction with, the HMI elements 406 and react in an

appropriate manner. For example, a user could interact with the HMI elements 406 to

control the delivery of therapy (e.g., insulin infusion) to a patient via a therapy delivery

device under the control of the medical device 400.

[0043] The memory 408 may be realized as RAM memory, flash memory, EPROM

memory, EEPROM memory, registers, a hard disk, a removable disk, a CD-ROM, or any

other form of storage medium known in the art. In this regard, the memory 408 can be

coupled to the processing architecture 402 such that the processing architecture 402 can

read information from, and write information to, the memory 408. In the alternative, the

memory 408 may be integral to the processing architecture 402. As an example, the

processing architecture 402 and the memory 408 may reside in an ASIC. A functional or

logical module/component of the medical device 400 might be realized using program

code that is maintained in the memory 408. For example, the graphics engine 410, the

alert module 412, and/or the decision module 422 may have associated software program

components that are stored in the memory 408. Moreover, the memory 408 can be used

to store data utilized to support the operation of the medical device 400, as will become

apparent from the following description. For example, the memory 408 could be used to

maintain a lookup table, a decision tree, and/or rules that govern the processing of data

obtained by the sensors 414.

[0044] A number of visual-based and illumination-based alert/alarm features and

characteristics are described in more detail below. Accordingly, the graphics engine 410

may be suitably configured to perform image, graphics, and/or video processing as



needed to support the intelligent alerting operation of the medical device 400. The

graphics engine 410 cooperates with the display driver (not shown) of the medical device

400 to control and manage the rendering of graphical information on the display element

404. For example, the graphics engine 410 generates image rendering display commands

associated with items to be displayed (such as text-based alert data, screen areas used for

light or illumination elements, or the like), and the display element 404 receives the

image rendering display commands and, in response thereto, renders corresponding

graphics as needed.

[0045] The alert module 412 is suitably configured to detect alert conditions, alarm

conditions, notification conditions, reminder conditions, and/or other conditions that

trigger or otherwise prompt the medical device 400 to generate corresponding alerts,

alarms, notifications, reminders, flags, or the like. In certain embodiments, the conditions

detected by the alert module 412 are associated with the operation, status, state,

functionality, or characteristics of the medical device 400. Thus, the alert module 412

could be suitably configured to detect one or more of the following conditions, without

limitation: low BG level; high BG level; insulin reservoir low; replace infusion set; low

battery; alarm clock; user-entered reminder; or the like. Alternatively (or additionally),

the conditions detected by the alert module 412 could be associated with the operation,

status, state, functionality, or characteristics of another device, system, or subsystem that

communicates with the medical device 400. Alternatively (or additionally), the

conditions detected by the alert module 412 could be associated with a user or an operator

of the medical device 400 (or a user or operator of a device that communicates with the

medical device 400). Alternatively (or additionally), the conditions detected by the alert

module 412 could be associated with user-entered information, e.g., personal reminders,

notes, etc.

[0046] Each situational awareness sensor 414 samples, detects, senses, or otherwise

obtains respective sensor data, which can be used for the intelligent alerting

methodologies described here. As mentioned above, the collected sensor data might be

indicative of various measurable phenomena, characteristics, environmental conditions,

or the like. For example, a situational awareness sensor 414 could be realized as a sound

sensor (such as a microphone or other transducer) that obtains ambient sound data that is

indicative of sound level near the medical device 400. As another example, a situational

awareness sensor 414 could be implemented as a physical proximity sensor (such as an

infrared, sonic, or magnetic emitter/detector, or a capacitive or resistive sensor) that



obtains proximity data that is indicative of the proximity of objects near the medical

device 400. In certain embodiments, the medical device 400 could employ a plurality of

physical proximity sensors that enable it to detect the presence of objects from different

sides of the medical device 400 (e.g., the front, back, the top edge, the bottom edge, or the

side edges).

[0047] In certain embodiments, the medical device 400 utilizes optical or light

sensors. For instance, a situational awareness sensor 414 could be realized as an optical

wavelength sensor that obtains wavelength (or frequency) data for ambient light near the

medical device 400. The same (or a separate) situational awareness sensor 414 could also

be utilized as a light intensity sensor that obtains intensity data that is indicative of

ambient light intensity near the medical device 400.

[0048] As mentioned above, an embodiment of the medical device 400 might

leverage one or more sources of date, time, and position data. For example, a situational

awareness sensor 414 could be realized as a GPS sensor or receiver that obtains position

data that is indicative of the present geographic position of the medical device 400.

Alternatively, the medical device 400 could receive GPS data from an external source.

The same (or a separate) situational awareness sensor 414 could also be realized as a

clock that obtains time data for the medical device 400. The same (or a separate)

situational awareness sensor 414 could also be realized as a calendar that obtains calendar

data for the medical device 400.

[0049] In some embodiments, the medical device 400 could include one or more

situational awareness sensors 414 that detect conditions, forces, or physical phenomena

applied to or imparted on the medical device 400. For example, a situational awareness

sensor 414 could be realized as a load cell that obtains load data indicative of loading on

the medical device 400. In this regard, loading on the medical device 400 may result if it

is placed in a pocket, if the user is sitting or sleeping on the medical device 400, if the

medical device 400 is covered by a blanket or other object, or the like. Situational

awareness sensors 414 could also be utilized to detect, sense, or sample, without

limitation: the ambient temperature surrounding the medical device 400; the operating

temperature of the medical device 400; the acceleration, velocity, or motion of the

medical device 400; the orientation of the medical device 400 relative to some reference

direction (e.g., whether the medical device 400 is being held upside-down, sideways,

face-down, or the like); the number of steps taken by the user of the medical device 400

during a reference period of time; the altitude of the medical device 400; the attitude of



the medical device 400; etc. The various examples of situational awareness sensors 414

provided here are not intended to be exhaustive or to otherwise limit or restrict the scope

or application of the described subject matter.

[0050] The infusion pump hardware, software, and applications 416 are utilized to

carry out features, operations, and functionality that might be specific to an insulin pump

implementation. Again, the infusion pump hardware, software, and applications 416 need

not be deployed if the medical device 400 is realized as a controller device having no

infusion pump. Notably, the infusion pump hardware, software, and applications 416

may include or cooperate with an infusion set and/or a fluid reservoir (not shown). The

infusion pump hardware, software, and applications 416 may leverage known techniques

to carry out conventional infusion pump functions and operations, and such known

aspects will not be described in detail here.

[0051] The controller hardware, software, and applications 418 are utilized to carry

out features, operations, and functionality that might be specific to a medical device

controller implementation. Again, the controller hardware, software, and applications

418 need not be deployed if the medical device 400 is realized as a medical device having

no native control capabilities. The controller hardware, software, and applications 418

may leverage known techniques to carry out conventional controller and/or monitor

device functions and operations, and such known aspects will not be described in detail

here.

[0052] The GPS receiver 420 may be any commercial civilian grade receiver. In

accordance with known methodologies and techniques, the GPS receiver 420 obtains

geographic position data (also referred to as GPS data) corresponding to the geographic

position of the medical device 400. The GPS data may indicate a location of the medical

device 400 in terms of longitude and latitude measurements. The GPS receiver 420 may

also provide the medical device 400 with the current date, the current time, the current

time zone, and other pertinent information. In this regard, the GPS receiver 420 may also

serve as a situational awareness sensor 414 that provides time data, calendar data, GPS

data, and other information that can be used by the smart alerting schemes described here.

The geographic position data obtained from the GPS receiver 420 can be used to provide

a variety of location-dependent information to the user of the medical device 400, and the

relevance of such geographic position data is discussed in more detail below.

[0053] The decision module 422 is suitably configured to process sensor data

collected by the situational awareness sensors 414 (and possibly other sources of data that



may be incorporated into the medical device 400 or made available to the medical device

400). The decision module 422 processes or analyzes the sensor data to determine, select,

identify, or choose a preferred alerting scheme for an alert condition of the medical

device 400. The preferred alerting scheme is selected from a plurality of different

available alerting schemes. In certain embodiments, the decision module 422 includes or

cooperates with a decision tree for the sensor data. The decision tree is traversed (using

the collected sensor data) to determine the preferred alerting scheme, as described in more

detail below with reference to FIG. 9 . In particular embodiments, the decision module

422 dynamically adapts the decision tree in response to user reaction to the preferred

alerting scheme (as described in more detail below with reference to FIG. 11).

Alternatively, the decision module 422 could maintain and utilize an appropriate decision

algorithm or function that selects the preferred alerting scheme in a manner that is

influenced by the collected sensor data.

[0054] The alert generating elements 424 can execute an alerting scheme for an alert

condition, under the control of the alert module 412. In practice, the preferred alerting

scheme for a given alert, alarm, reminder, or notification may involve one alert generating

element 424 (e.g., a speaker) or a plurality of different alert generating elements 424 (e.g.,

a speaker and a display). Depending upon the implementation, the medical device 400

might employ one or more of the following types of alert generating elements 424,

individually or in any combination, and without limitation: an audio transducer or

speaker; a display element (such as a touch screen display element); a light-emitting

element (such as an LED); a haptic feedback or vibration element, which may be

integrated into a display screen or into the touch screen display element; etc.

[0055] If the medical device 400 utilizes an audio alert generating element 424, then

an alert could be generated by annunciating an audible alert having audible characteristics

that are determined by the preferred alerting scheme. If the medical device 400 utilizes

its display element 404 as an alert generating element 424, then an alert could be

generated by displaying an alert message having content that is determined by the

preferred alerting scheme. For example, the display element 404 could be used to display

text messages, symbols, or other graphical indicia of the alert condition. If the medical

device 400 utilizes a visual indicator as an alert generating element 424, then an alert

could be generated (at least in part) as a visible alert having visual characteristics that are

determined by the preferred alerting scheme. If the medical device 400 utilizes a haptic

feedback device as an alert generating element 424, then an alert could be generated (at



least in part) as a physical feedback alert having haptic characteristics that are determined

by the preferred alerting scheme.

[0056] In practice, the medical device 400 intelligently determines a preferred

alerting scheme for each detected alert condition. As used here, an "alerting scheme"

may involve one or more different alert generating elements 424 in any desired

combination. Thus, an alerting scheme may activate a single alert generating element

424, or it may activate a plurality of different alert generating elements 424 in a defined

sequence. Another alerting scheme could activate a plurality of different alert generating

elements 424 concurrently or simultaneously during a specified period of time.

Moreover, the medical device 400 could modulate, vary, or adjust the output of any given

alert generating element 424 as desired or needed. In this regard, an alert generating

element 424 could be controlled to escalate at least one characteristic of its alert

notification in a manner defined by the preferred alerting scheme. For example, the

volume, tone, or frequency of an audible alert notification could be escalated or otherwise

altered in a manner designed to capture the user's attention. As another example, the

output magnitude of a shaker or vibration element could be increased or escalated over a

designated period of time or until the alert is disabled by a user.

[0057] An alerting scheme may call for any number of different alert notification

types, in any order, pattern, or sequence. As used here, an "alert notification type" may

correspond to the type of alert generating element 424 and/or to the characteristics or

qualities of the output generated by a single alert generating element 424. In certain

embodiments of the medical device 400, a single alert can be generated by switching

from a first alert notification type to a second notification type in a manner defined by the

preferred alerting scheme. For instance, the alert generating elements 424 could be

activated in response to a detected alert condition such that they generate a first alert

notification type (e.g., audible, visual, haptic) followed by a second and different alert

notification type. As another example, a single LED-based alert generating element 424

could be controlled such that it generates a first alert notification type (e.g., light having a

first predefined intensity, flashing pattern, and/or flashing frequency) followed by a

second alert notification type (e.g., light having a second predefined intensity, flashing

pattern, and/or flashing frequency). Accordingly, the preferred alerting scheme might call

for a particular sequence of different alert notification types, and that sequence can be

generated over a designated period of time or until the alert/alarm is disabled by a user.



[0058] If the medical device 400 includes a sound sensor that measures ambient

sound levels, then the preferred alerting scheme might call for a first alert notification

type when the ambient sound data indicates higher sound levels near the medical device

400, and a second alert notification type when the ambient sound data indicates lower

sound levels near the medical device 400. Thus, the medical device 400 could

automatically increase the volume of audible alerts as needed to compensate for noisy

environments. As another example, the medical device 400 might determine that audible

alerts will be ineffective in very noisy environments and, accordingly, instead call for

vibration and/or light-emitting alerts.

[0059] If the medical device 400 includes a physical proximity sensor that detects the

presence of objects near or surrounding the medical device 400, then the preferred

alerting scheme might call for a first alert notification type when the proximity data

indicates longer distances relative to the medical device 400, and a second alert

notification type when the proximity data indicates shorter distances relative to the

medical device 400. Thus, if the medical device 400 detects an object in close proximity

to itself, then it might assume that it is enclosed, covered, or surrounded by something

(e.g., a purse, a pocket, or a blanket). Under such conditions, the medical device 400 can

generate a relatively loud audible alert. In contrast, if the medical device 400 determines

that it is resting on a table or other surface, then it might assume that the user is neither

holding, carrying, nor resting on the medical device 400. Accordingly, the medical

device 400 may decide to generate a conspicuous visual alert under such conditions.

[0060] If the medical device 400 includes an optical wavelength sensor that measures

the wavelength or frequency of ambient light, then the preferred alerting scheme might

call for a first alert notification type when the wavelength/frequency data indicates

artificial ambient light near the medical device 400, and a second alert notification type

when the wavelength/frequency data indicates natural ambient light near the medical

device 400. Thus, the medical device 400 could automatically increase the volume of

audible alerts and/or the brightness of displayed alerts if natural light is detected

(indicating that the medical device 400 is outdoors). In contrast, if artificial light is

detected (indicating that the medical device 400 is indoors), then the preferred alerting

scheme may instead call for lower audible volume and/or lower brightness.

[0061] If the medical device 400 uses the GPS receiver 420 as a situational awareness

sensor 414 to obtain position data indicative of the present geographic position of the

medical device 400, then the preferred alerting scheme might call for different alert



notification types, based upon the position data. In this regard, the medical device 400

could maintain a map database or table that includes different geographic locations,

descriptive information related to the locations (e.g., whether the location is a place of

business, the user's office, a conference room, a restaurant, etc.), and preferred alerting

schemes corresponding to the locations. For example, if the GPS data indicates that the

medical device 400 is located in a movie theater, then the preferred alerting scheme might

disable all audible and light-emitting alerts and instead rely on haptic feedback alerts. As

another example, if the GPS data indicates that the medical device 400 is located in the

user's office or work cubicle, then the preferred alerting scheme might generate audible

alerts. As yet another example, if the GPS data indicates that the medical device 400 is

located in a nightclub, then the preferred alerting scheme might generate relatively loud

audible alerts in combination with haptic feedback and conspicuous light-emitting alerts.

[0062] If the medical device 400 uses a clock and/or a calendar as a situational

awareness sensor 414 to obtain time and/or calendar data for the medical device 400, then

the preferred alerting scheme might call for different alert notification types, based upon

the current time and/or date. For example, the medical device 400 might employ one

alerting scheme during waking hours, and a different alerting scheme during the user's

normal sleeping hours. As another example, the medical device 400 might specify one

alerting scheme during weekdays, and a different alerting scheme during weekends.

[0063] If the medical device 400 uses a load cell as a situational awareness sensor 414

to obtain load data indicative of loading on the medical device 400, then the preferred

alerting scheme might call for a first alert notification type when the load data indicates

higher loading on the medical device 400, and a second alert notification type when the

load data indicates lower loading on the medical device 400. For example, if the load

data suggests that the medical device 400 is in the open without any objects covering it,

then the preferred alerting scheme might call for loud audible alerts, no vibration, and

relatively conspicuous visual alerts. If, however, the load data indicates that the user

might be resting or sleeping on the medical device 400, then the preferred alerting scheme

might call for vibrating alerts and relatively loud audible alerts. As another example, if

the load data indicates that the user is holding the medical device 400, then the preferred

alerting scheme might call for a gentle vibration alert or a low volume audible alert.

[0064] FIG. 9 is a diagram that represents an exemplary decision tree 500 that could

be used to select a preferred alerting scheme for a medical device such as the medical

device 400. This particular decision tree 500 is merely one of many different decision



trees that could be implemented by an embodiment of a medical device. An actual

decision tree utilized by a medical device might be more or less complex and, as

described below, might be dynamically adaptable such that the host medical device can

be trained and optimized in an ongoing manner in response to user reactions to the

selected alerting schemes.

[0065] This embodiment of the decision tree 500 assumes that the medical device

uses four different situational awareness sensors (labeled SI, S2, S3, and S4), although

any suitable number of sensors may be utilized. For this example, the data obtained from

the first sensor 502 results in two possible outcomes (labeled Yes and No), the data

obtained from the second sensor 504 results in three possible outcomes (labeled High,

Intermediate, and Low), the data obtained from the third sensor 506 results in two

possible outcomes (labeled High and Low), and the data obtained from the fourth sensor

508 results in two possible outcomes (labeled Yes and No). FIG. 9 depicts a relatively

simple example where some sensors are associated with two output branches and others

are associated with three output branches. Depending upon the embodiment, however,

any number of potential decision branches corresponding to different possible outcomes

may be associated with a given situational awareness sensor.

[0066] For this embodiment, the decision tree 500 is traversed using the sensor data to

arrive at one of nine possible alerting schemes (labeled A1-A9). In practice, any number

of different alerting schemes could be used. Moreover, unique alerting schemes need not

be associated with each possible decision path (as depicted in FIG. 9). In other words,

two different decision paths could point to the same alerting scheme if so desired. For

this particular example, the A l alerting scheme is selected if: (1) the sensor data from the

first sensor 502 satisfies the "Yes" criteria; (2) the sensor data from the second sensor

504a satisfies the "High" criteria; and (3) the sensor data from the third sensor 506a

satisfies the "High" criteria. In contrast, the A2 alerting scheme is selected if: (1) the

sensor data from the first sensor 502 satisfies the "Yes" criteria; (2) the sensor data from

the second sensor 504a satisfies the "High" criteria; and (3) the sensor data from the third

sensor 506a satisfies the "Low" criteria. The A3 alerting scheme is selected if: (1) the

sensor data from the first sensor 502 satisfies the "Yes" criteria; (2) the sensor data from

the second sensor 504a satisfies the "Intermediate" criteria; and (3) the sensor data from

the third sensor 506b satisfies the "High" criteria. The A4 alerting scheme is selected if:

(1) the sensor data from the first sensor 502 satisfies the "Yes" criteria; (2) the sensor data



from the second sensor 504a satisfies the "Intermediate" criteria; and (3) the sensor data

from the third sensor 506b satisfies the "Low" criteria.

[0067] For this example, the A5 alerting scheme is selected if: (1) the sensor data

from the first sensor 502 satisfies the "Yes" criteria; (2) the sensor data from the second

sensor 504a satisfies the "Low" criteria; and (3) the sensor data from the fourth sensor

508 satisfies the "Yes" criteria. However, the A6 alerting scheme is selected if: (1) the

sensor data from the first sensor 502 satisfies the "Yes" criteria; (2) the sensor data from

the second sensor 504a satisfies the "Low" criteria; and (3) the sensor data from the

fourth sensor 508 satisfies the "No" criteria.

[0068] For this embodiment of the decision tree, the A7 alerting scheme is selected if:

(1) the sensor data from the first sensor 502 satisfies the "No" criteria; and (2) the sensor

data from the second sensor 504b satisfies the "High" criteria. The A8 alerting scheme is

selected if: (1) the sensor data from the first sensor 502 satisfies the "No" criteria; and (2)

the sensor data from the second sensor 504b satisfies the "Intermediate" criteria. Finally,

the A9 alerting scheme is selected if: (1) the sensor data from the first sensor 502

satisfies the "No" criteria; and (2) the sensor data from the second sensor 504b satisfies

the "Low" criteria. In contrast to the alerting schemes that result from the "Yes" branch

of the first sensor 502 (A1-A6, which are all influenced by the output of three sensors),

the alerting schemes that result from the "No" branch of the first sensor 502 (A7-A9) are

influenced by the output of only two sensors. Again, the number of situational awareness

sensors that influence a particular alerting scheme can vary depending upon the particular

embodiment, application, user preferences, and other practical operating factors.

[0069] Operation Example

[0070] FIG. 10 is a flow chart that illustrates an embodiment of an intelligent alerting

process 600, and FIG. 11 is a flow chart that illustrates an embodiment of an alerting

scheme adaptation process 700, both of which are suitable for use with a portable medical

device that is configured as described here. The various tasks performed in connection

with a described process may be performed by software, hardware, firmware, or any

combination thereof. For illustrative purposes, the following description of these

processes may refer to elements mentioned above in connection with FIGS. 1-9. In

practice, portions of a described process may be performed by different elements of the

medical device, e.g., a situational awareness sensor, a functional module (such as the

decision module), a processing element or component, or the like. It should be

appreciated that a described process may include any number of additional or alternative



tasks, the illustrated tasks need not be performed in the illustrated order, and a described

process may be incorporated into a more comprehensive procedure or process having

additional functionality not described in detail herein. Furthermore, an embodiment

might omit one or more of the illustrated tasks, as long as the intended functionality is not

adversely affected.

[0071] Referring to FIG. 10, the intelligent alerting process 600 assumes that the

electronic device is configured to support the intelligent alerting and alarm methodologies

described above. In this regard, the process 600 monitors the operation of the medical

device in an appropriate manner (task 602) for the occurrence of an alert, alarm,

reminder, or notification condition. If the process 600 detects an alert condition

associated with the operation of the device (query task 604), then it can proceed to the

next task. Otherwise, the process 600 can continue monitoring (task 602) the operation of

the device. In response to the detected alert condition, the process can perform an

appropriate scanning operation with one or more situational awareness sensors (task 606)

that are onboard the host device. In certain embodiments, a plurality of situational

awareness sensors are used to obtain respective sensor data that is indicative of current

conditions (operating conditions, environmental conditions, physical status, geographic

location, etc.) associated with the host device.

[0072] The scanning operation need not be initiated until an alert condition has been

detected (in other words, task 606 is performed after query task 604 detects the alert

condition). Initiating the scanning operation in this manner may be desirable to save

power and processing resources. Otherwise, continuous or scheduled background scans

could be implemented. The collected sensor data is used as input(s) to a decision module

resident at the host device (task 608). As mentioned previously, the decision module

might include or maintain a suitable decision tree, a lookup table, a decision algorithm, or

a decision function that processes or analyzes the collected sensor data. The process 600

uses the collected sensor data to determine, select, or identify a preferred alerting scheme

from a plurality of different available alerting schemes (task 610). In certain

embodiments, task 610 is executed by traversing a decision tree using the collected sensor

data. After traversing the decision tree, the preferred alerting scheme for the detected

alert condition can be identified. In this manner, the preferred alerting scheme will be

influenced by the present conditions, state, and status as interrogated by the medical

device.



[0073] Once the preferred alerting scheme has been identified, the process 600 can

generate an alert (or a sequence of alerts) in accordance with the preferred alerting

scheme (task 612). As mentioned above, task 612 may be associated with the generation

of any number of different alert notification types, using any number of alert generating

elements. If the process 600 determines that the alert has been disabled (query task 614)

by the user or otherwise, then it can silence or deactivate the alert generating element(s)

and continue as needed. For example, the process 600 might be re-entered at task 602 to

continue monitoring for another alert condition.

[0074] Adaptation Of Decision Module

[0075] Referring now to FIG. 11, the alerting scheme adaptation process 700 assumes

that the electronic device is configured to support the intelligent alerting and alarm

methodologies described above. In this regard, the process 700 can maintain a suitable

decision algorithm, decision tree, decision logic, and/or intelligence that selects alerting

schemes for the host device (task 702). If the process 700 detects an alert condition

(query task 704), then it can proceed and generate one or more alerts in accordance with

the preferred alerting scheme selected by the decision intelligence (task 706).

[0076] For this embodiment, the process 700 obtains and/or records information that

is associated with user reactions to the alert (task 708). For example, the host device

could keep track of user responses, reaction times, and/or user inputs related to a given

alert condition. Thus, the process 700 can determine whether or not the selected alerting

scheme was effective and efficient at notifying the user, whether or not the selected

alerting scheme was overridden or quickly disabled by the user, whether the selected

alerting scheme went ignored by the user, etc. Moreover, the process 700 can

dynamically adapt, update, alter, or modify the decision algorithm, tree, logic, and/or

intelligence (if so desired) in response to the obtained user reaction information (task

710). Such adaptation allows the decision module of the device to evolve, train itself, and

learn the habits and preferences of the user. Consequently, the decision making processes

of the host device can be optimized in an ongoing manner to produce better and more

effective results.

[0077] In certain embodiments, the process 700 might alter the decision logic only

after a predetermined number of iterations have been performed to contemplate actual

response trends rather than individual responses. In practice, the host device could

leverage any number of techniques, methodologies, or protocols to adapt its decision

logic. For example, task 710 might leverage one or more of the following technologies,



without limitation: artificial intelligence; evolutionary computing; expert systems; neural

networks; or the like. Moreover, the process 700 might stabilize after continued use by

the same person, such that the decision module becomes "fixed" or is rarely updated in an

ongoing manner. In other words, after some training or learning period, the settings of

the decision module might reflect the best decision logic for all of the alert conditions

monitored by the host device.

[0078] Examples

[0079] An electronic device with onboard situational awareness sensors could be used

to determine a vast number of different environmental conditions and respond

accordingly. For instance, optical sensors on all sides of the device could be used to

determine the amount of light, whether the light is natural or artificial, and, therefore,

whether the device is indoors or outdoors. Proximity sensors could be used to determine

if the device is in the open, in a pocket, in a purse, etc. Temperature sensors could be

used to determine if the device is being held by the user or whether the device is in close

contact with the body on any side. Motions sensors could be used to determine if the

device is sitting on a table (or if the user is walking with the device). A gyroscope could

be used to determine which way is up, down, or sideways. Sound sensors could be used

to check the ambient noise levels near the device. Force or pressure sensors could be

used to check whether the device is covered, in the open, or whether the user is sitting or

sleeping on it.

[0080] By traversing a decision tree, by process of elimination, or by using a decision

algorithm, the device can attempt to resolve the current operating condition and

environment of the device, and generate appropriate alert notifications that are suitable

for the current state of the device. For example, the device might first alert the user with

a gentle vibrating alert. This can be repeated at relatively long intervals at the outset. If

the user does not respond to the gentle vibrations, the device might switch the vibration

mode to something out of the ordinary (such as a more aggressive vibration or rattling).

If the user still does not respond, the device could use the ambient noise measurement to

adjust and play an audio alarm. This audible alert could also be correlated to the internal

clock and ambient lighting readings to determine if the user might be sleeping, at work,

etc. If the device determines that the user should be responsive (e.g., the alert condition

was detected during normal waking hours), then it can increase the alert volume and/or

change the alert tone based on physical proximity readings.



[0081] For instance, if the user is in a conference room during a meeting and the

device is in a pocket, then the device might detect low ambient light, an object (the pocket

material) within close proximity, and low ambient noise. Consequently, the next alert

escalation might be a low-pitched tone of moderate intensity, since high-pitched tones

would probably be filtered by the fabric of the pocket. As a second example, if the user is

at the movies and can't access the device quickly, a pressure or force sensor could be

used to allow the user to disable the alert by squeezing the device. As a third example, if

the device is left on a hard surface, such as a nightstand or a table, could switch to a high-

pitched short tone. The device could determine this status by detecting an object on one

side, ambient light on the other sides, and no significant heat sources on any side. As yet

another example, if the device determines that the user might be sleeping (by reading low

ambient lighting, a fairly quiet environment, and a corresponding time of day), then it

could slowly ramp up the alert sound level or tone so that the alert does not startle the

user.

[0082] Certain embodiments could use such a graduated response that culminates in

the device employing most or all of its alert generating elements if no user response is

detected after a specified period of time. Other measures may also be taken if no user

response is detected, e.g., automatically calling 9 11 or an emergency response number,

automatically generating a text message to a designated contact, generating an emergency

display message, etc.

[0083] While at least one exemplary embodiment has been presented in the foregoing

detailed description, it should be appreciated that a vast number of variations exist. It

should also be appreciated that the exemplary embodiment or embodiments described

herein are not intended to limit the scope, applicability, or configuration of the claimed

subject matter in any way. Rather, the foregoing detailed description will provide those

skilled in the art with a convenient road map for implementing the described embodiment

or embodiments. It should be understood that various changes can be made in the

function and arrangement of elements without departing from the scope defined by the

claims, which includes known equivalents and foreseeable equivalents at the time of

filing this patent application.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method of operating an electronic device that includes at least one onboard

situational awareness sensor, the method comprising:

detecting an alert condition associated with operation of the electronic device;

using the at least one onboard situational awareness sensor to obtain sensor data

indicative of current conditions associated with the electronic device, resulting in collected

sensor data;

determining, in response to the collected sensor data, a preferred alerting scheme from

a plurality of different available alerting schemes; and

generating an alert for the alert condition in accordance with the preferred alerting

scheme.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one onboard situational awareness

sensor comprises one or more of, and in any combination: a sound sensor, a physical

proximity sensor, a light intensity sensor, an optical wavelength sensor, a geographic

positioning system, a clock, a calendar, a temperature sensor, an accelerometer, a gyroscopic

sensor, a motion sensor, a pedometer, an altimeter, or a load cell.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein generating the alert comprises annunciating

an audible alert having audible characteristics determined by the preferred alerting scheme.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein generating the alert comprises displaying an

alert message having content determined by the preferred alerting scheme.

5 . The method of claim 1, wherein generating the alert comprises generating a

visible alert having visual characteristics determined by the preferred alerting scheme.

6 . The method of claim 1, wherein generating the alert comprises generating a

physical feedback alert having haptic characteristics determined by the preferred alerting

scheme.



7 . The method of claim 1, wherein generating the alert comprises generating a

combined alert having at least two of the following characteristics: audible, visual, textual,

and haptic.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein using the at least one onboard situational

awareness sensor to obtain the sensor data occurs after detecting the alert condition.

9 . The method of claim 1, wherein generating the alert comprises escalating an

alert notification in a manner defined by the preferred alerting scheme.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein generating the alert comprises switching from

a first alert notification type to a second alert notification type in a manner defined by the

preferred alerting scheme.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein:

the at least one onboard situational awareness sensor comprises a sound sensor that

obtains ambient sound data indicative of sound level near the electronic device;

the preferred alerting scheme calls for a first alert notification type when the ambient

sound data indicates higher sound levels near the electronic device; and

the preferred alerting scheme calls for a second alert notification type when the

ambient sound data indicates lower sound levels near the electronic device.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein:

the at least one onboard situational awareness sensor comprises a physical proximity

sensor that obtains proximity data indicative of the proximity of objects near the electronic

device;

the preferred alerting scheme calls for a first alert notification type when the

proximity data indicates longer distances relative to the electronic device; and

the preferred alerting scheme calls for a second alert notification type when the

proximity data indicates shorter distances relative to the electronic device.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein:

the at least one onboard situational awareness sensor comprises an optical wavelength

sensor that obtains wavelength data for ambient light near the electronic device;



the preferred alerting scheme calls for a first alert notification type when the

wavelength data indicates artificial ambient light near the electronic device; and

the preferred alerting scheme calls for a second alert notification type when the

wavelength data indicates natural ambient light near the electronic device.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein:

the at least one onboard situational awareness sensor comprises a light intensity

sensor that obtains intensity data indicative of ambient light intensity near the electronic

device;

the preferred alerting scheme calls for a first alert notification type when the intensity

data indicates higher ambient light intensity near the electronic device; and

the preferred alerting scheme calls for a second alert notification type when the

intensity data indicates lower ambient light intensity near the electronic device.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein:

the at least one onboard situational awareness sensor comprises a geographic

positioning sensor that obtains position data indicative of present geographic position of the

electronic device; and

the preferred alerting scheme calls for different alert notification types based upon the

position data.

16. The method of claim 1, wherein:

the at least one onboard situational awareness sensor comprises a clock that obtains

time data for the electronic device; and

the preferred alerting scheme calls for different alert notification types based upon the

time data.

17. The method of claim 1, wherein:

the at least one onboard situational awareness sensor comprises a calendar that obtains

calendar data for the electronic device; and

the preferred alerting scheme calls for different alert notification types based upon the

calendar data.



18. The method of claim 1, wherein:

the at least one onboard situational awareness sensor comprises a load cell that

obtains load data indicative of loading on the electronic device;

the preferred alerting scheme calls for a first alert notification type when the load data

indicates higher loading on the electronic device; and

the preferred alerting scheme calls for a second alert notification type when the load

data indicates lower loading on the electronic device.

19. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the preferred alerting scheme

comprises:

traversing a decision tree using the collected sensor data; and

identifying the preferred alerting scheme after traversing the decision tree.

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising dynamically adapting the decision

tree in response to user reaction to the preferred alerting scheme.

21. A medical device comprising:

a first situational awareness sensor configured to obtain first sensor data indicative of

a first status for the medical device;

a second situational awareness sensor configured to obtain second sensor data

indicative of a second status for the medical device;

an alert module configured to detect an alert condition associated with operation of

the medical device;

a decision module configured to process the first sensor data and the second sensor

data to determine a preferred alerting scheme for the alert condition; and

at least one alert generating element configured to execute the preferred alerting

scheme.

22. The medical device of claim 21, wherein the first situational awareness sensor

comprises a sound sensor, a physical proximity sensor, a light intensity sensor, an optical

wavelength sensor, a geographic positioning system, a clock, a calendar, a temperature

sensor, an accelerometer, a gyroscopic sensor, a motion sensor, a pedometer, an altimeter, or

a load cell.



23. The medical device of claim 21, wherein the second situational awareness

sensor comprises a sound sensor, a physical proximity sensor, a light intensity sensor, an

optical wavelength sensor, a geographic positioning system, a clock, a calendar, a

temperature sensor, an accelerometer, a gyroscopic sensor, a motion sensor, a pedometer, an

altimeter, or a load cell.

24. The medical device of claim 21, wherein the first situational awareness sensor

and the second situational awareness sensor are configured to detect different measurable

phenomena.

25. The medical device of claim 21, wherein the at least one alert generating

element comprises an audio transducer, a display element, a light-emitting element, or a

haptic feedback element.

26. The medical device of claim 21, wherein the at least one alert generating

element escalates an alert notification in a manner defined by the preferred alerting scheme.

27. The medical device of claim 21, wherein the preferred alerting scheme causes

the at least one alert generating element to generate a first alert notification type followed by

a second alert notification type.

28. The medical device of claim 21, wherein:

the decision module comprises a decision tree for sensor data; and

the decision module determines the preferred alerting scheme by traversing the

decision tree using the first sensor data and the second sensor data.

29. The medical device of claim 28, wherein the decision module dynamically

adapts the decision tree in response to user reaction to the preferred alerting scheme.

30. A method of operating a portable medical device that includes a situational

awareness sensor, the method comprising:

detecting an alert condition associated with operation of the portable medical device;



in response to detecting the alert condition, performing a scanning operation with the

situational awareness sensor to obtain sensor data indicative of a current environmental status

of the portable medical device;

selecting a preferred alerting scheme from a plurality of different available alerting

schemes, the preferred alerting scheme being influenced by the sensor data; and

generating an alert for the alert condition in accordance with the preferred alerting

scheme.

31. The method of claim 31, wherein:

the preferred alerting scheme calls for a sequence of different alert notification types;

and

generating the alert generates the sequence of different alert notification types until

the alert is disabled by a user.

32. The method of claim 31, wherein:

the preferred alerting scheme calls for escalation of the alert; and

generating the alert escalates at least one characteristic of an alert notification until the

alert is disabled by a user.

33. A method of operating a portable medical device that includes at least one

onboard situational awareness sensor, the method comprising:

maintaining a decision algorithm that selects alerting schemes for the portable

medical device, wherein the decision algorithm processes sensor data obtained by the at least

one onboard situational awareness sensor to select preferred alerting schemes for alert

conditions of the portable medical device;

generating alerts in accordance with preferred alerting schemes selected by the

decision algorithm;

obtaining information associated with user reactions to the alerts, resulting in obtained

user reaction information; and

dynamically adapting the decision algorithm in response to the obtained user reaction

information.
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